PSG XX Welfare State Governance and Professionalism - Schedule

We’ll have 4 sessions, 13 papers.

In each session, papers are presented (around 12-13 minutes) and discussed (around 7-8 minutes).

At the end (Friday) we wrap up things by looking back, as well as forward.

At the end of the Thursday afternoon session, we have a special presentation which links the session to the Utrecht University focus area “Professional performance”.

Wednesday 24 August 2016: 16.00-18.00 (2 hours)
Session on Coordination and Collaboration
Chair: Tanja Klenk
1. **Title:** Who gets to be called a professional in a transforming welfare state? Coordinating a new tripartite between care workers, volunteers and volunteer coordinators  
   **Author:** Lieke Oldenhof & Marianne Van Bochove
2. **Title:** Inter-organizational collaboration at the ground. Are public managers experiencing good collaborative practices?  
   **Author:** Elisabetta Notarnicola & Giovanni Fosti
3. **Title:** The assessment of multi-professional teams in health and social care integration: a case study from an Italian Region  
   **Author:** Agnese Pirazzoli, Elisabetta Notarnicola & Giovanni Fosti
4. **Title:** Tackling multi-problems: Action research as an instrument of connective professionalism  
   **Author:** Teun Meurs
5. **Title:** The Professional side of Co-production  
   **Author:** Sanna Tuurnas

Thursday 25 August 2016: 16.00-17.30 (1,5 hours)
Session on Professional Identity and Leadership
Chair: Karsten Vrangbaek
1. **Title:** Professional identity in primary care: The case of specialist practitioners  
   **Author:** Giovanni Bertin & Marta Pantalone
2. **Special session Utrecht University focus area “Professional Performance”**  
   **Title:** Unlocking Medical Leadership: development of proactive behavior in medical residents, a longitudinal mixed methods study  
   **Author:** Judith Voogt, in collaboration with Liesbeth van Rensen (Utrecht Academic Medical Centre - UMCU), Marlot Kuiper (USG)
Friday 26 August 2016: 8.45-10.15 (1 hour 30)
Session on Incentives, Audits, Performance Management and Evaluation
Chair: Mirko Noordegraaf

1. **Title:** The incentive, the other and the primary care provider’s project: struggles to become “the” patient-centred primary care provider  
   **Author:** Martijn Felder, Antoinette de Bont & Hester van de Bovenkamp

2. **Title:** Professionalized Through Audit? Care workers and the New Audit Regime in Sweden  
   **Author:** Ulrika Winblad & Paula Blomqvist

3. **Title:** From the blame game to learning about health system performance in Australia’s intergovernmental health committee system?  
   **Author:** Amanda Smullen

4. **Title:** A theory-driven evaluation of Integrated Health and Social Care Programmes in the Apulia Region  
   **Author:** Lucia Ferrara & Giuseppe Moro

---

Friday, 10.45-11.45 (1 hour)
Session on Critical Perspectives on Co-production and evidence-based policy
Chair: Elio Borgonovi

1. **Title:** Beyond welfare governance in England and Finland: Serving people, not services  
   **Author:** Jari Vuori & Marika Kylänen

2. **Title:** Changing beliefs – changing policies? Translations of evidence-based practice in Danish social services  
   **Author:** Anne Mette Moeller

3. **Wrap up:** looking back, and forward; conclusions and prospects